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Theorem 2.9. Schonflies Theorem. Let e : S2 ~ S3 be any piecelrvis(' linear
elnbedding. Then S3 - eS2 has two components, the closure o.feach o.l~\'lJi('h IS a
piecewise linear ball.

No proof will be given here for this fundamental, non-trivial result (for a proof

see [81 ]). The piecewise linear condition has to be inserted, as there ex isl I he
famous "wild homed spheres" that are are examples of topological embcddlllgs
e : S2 ~ S3 for which the complelnentary components are not even sIIlIply
connected.

The next result considers the different ways in which a knot might be expn'"~\l'd

as the sum ofother knots. It is the basic result needed to show that the expressi( HI (.r
a knot as a sum ofprime knots is essentially unique. The technique ofits proof'a",;1I1l
consists of minimising the intersection of surfaces in 53 that Ineet transversely In

simple closed curves, but the procedure here is more sophisticated than in the pn H) I

of Theorem 2.4. In the proof, use will be made of the idea ofa ball-arc pair. Such ;1

pair is just a 3-ball containing an arc which meets the ball's boundary at just its I \Vt I

end points. The pair is unknotted ifit is pairwise homeomorphic to (D x I, * x I),

where * is a point in the interior of the disc D and I is a closed interval.

Theorem 2.10. Suppose that a knot K can be expressed as K == P + Q, where
P is a prinle knot, and that K can also be expressed as K == K, + K2. Then either
(a) K, == P + Ki .for sonle Ki, and Q == Ki + K2, or
(b) K 2 == P + K~.for sonle K~, and Q == K, + K~.

PROOF. Let L be a 2-sphere in 53, meeting K transversely at two points, that
demonstrates K as the sum K) + K 2 . The factorisation K == P + Q ilnplies that
there is a 3-ball B contained in 53 such that B n K is an arc a (with K intersecting
aB transversely at the two points aa) so that the ball-arc pair (B, a) becolllcs, on
gluing a trivial ball-arc pair to its boundary, the pair (53, P). As in the proof of
Theorem 2.4, it may be assumed, after small movements of ~, that I: intersects () n
transversely in a union of simple closed curves disjoint from K. The ill11l1cdiatc
ailn will be to reduce L naB. Note that if this intersection is empty, then n is
contained in one of the two components of 53 - L, and the result follows at once.

As ~ n K is two points, any oriented simple closed curve in I: - K has linking
nUlnber zero or ± I with K. Amongst the components of L naB that have zero
linking number with K select a component that is innennost on L (with I: n K
considered "outside"). This component bounds a disc D c :E, with Dna B == a/).
Now aD bounds a disc D' c as with D' n K == '" (by linking nUlnbers), though
D' n I: may have many components (see Figure 2.5). By the Sch6nflics thcorclll,
the sphere DUD' bounds a ball. ~'Moving" D' across this ball to just the other sid~

of D changes B to a new position, with I: naB now having fewer cOlnpollcllls Ihan
before. As thc new position of B di tfers '."On1 the old by thc addit ion or subtract ion
ofa ball disjoint 1'1'0111 K, thc new (n, 0') rail' corresponds to /' ~xilctly as hl'()rc.
Arter repetitioll or this procedure, it Inay he aSSllllll'd thilt l'ach rOlllpolll'nl or
)~ (1 nu hilS lillkill1', IIlllllhlT I I with !\'. (ThIlS, olll'arh of the sphl'rl'~ >: ;11,<1 iJU,
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the components of}:: naB look like lines of latitude encircling, as the two poles,
the two intersection points with K.)

Figure 2.5

Ifnow L n B has a component that is a disc D, then D n K is one point, and as
P is prime, one side of D in B is a trivial ball-arc pair (see Figure 2.5). Removing
from B (a regular neighbourhood of) this trivial pair produces a new B with the
same properties as before but having fewer cOlnponents of 1: n B. Thus it may be
assulned that every component of}:: n B is an annulus.

Let A be an annulus component of}:: n B. Then aA bounds an annulus A' in
aB and A may be chosen (furthest from ex) so that A' n }:: == aA'. Let M be the
part of B bounded by the torus A U A' and otherwise disjoint froln }:: U aB. Let
~ be the closure of one of the components of aB - A'. Then ~ is a disc, with a~
one of the cOlnponents of A', and ~ n K equal to a single point (though ~ n }::
may have many components). This is illustrated schematically in Figure 2.6. Let
N (~) be a small regular neighbourhood of~ in the closure of B - M. This should
be thought of as a thickening of ~ into B - M. The pair (N(~), N(~) n a) is a
trivial ball-arc pair. However, M U N (~) is a ball, because its boundary is a sphere,
and the fact that P is prilne implies that the ball-arc pair (M U N(~), N(~) n a)

is either trivial or a copy of the pair (B, ex). Ifit is trivial (that is, when M is a solid
torus), B may be changed, as before, by removing (a neighbourhood ot) this pair
to give a new B with fewer components of}:: n B. Otherwise, M is a copy of Bless
a neighbourhood of ex, and that is just the exterior of the knot P; a~ corresponds
to a meridian of P. The closure of one of the cOlnplelnentary dOlnains of ~ in 53 ,

A'

Figu,"t.' 2.()
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'"IV that corresponding to K I , contains M, and M n ~ == A. The meridian a~

IH llinds a disc in L - A that meets K at one point. This means that P is a summand
III K I as required, so K I == P + K~ for some K~.

III this last circumstance, remove the interior of M and replace it with a solid
I(lIliS S] X D 2

. Glue the boundary of the solid torus to aM, and ensure that the
1)( Hll1dary of any meridional disc of S I x D 2 is identified with a curve on aM that
, Ills a~ at one point. Then (Sl x D 2

) U N(~) is a ball, so B has been changed to
l'l'COlne a new ball B', and (B', ex) is a trivial ball-arc pair. The closure of S3 - B is
IIl1changed~ it is still a ball, so S3 is changed to a new copy of S3. In that new copy,
111l' knot has become Q and, viewed as being decoinposed by ~, it has become
A; + K2 . Thus Q == K; + K2• D

( 'orollary 2.11. Suppose that P is a prinle knot and that P + Q
'\/fIJpOSe also that P == K I . Then Q == K2.

I' I<OOF. By Theorem 2.10, there are two possibilities. The first is that for some
A ; , P + K; == K I == P and Q == K; + K2 . But then the genus of K; must be
IlTO, so K; is the unknot and so Q == K 2 . The second possibility is that for SaIne
I\~, P + K~ == K 2 and Q == K~ + K]. But then Q == K~ + P == K 2 . D

I'heorem 2.12. Up to ordering 0.(sumnlands, there is a unique expression ,(or a
IllIo! K as a.finite sum o.(prime knots.

I 'HOOF. Suppose K == PI + P2 + ... + Pm == QI + Q2 + ... + Qn, where
lilc Pi and Q i are all prime. By the theorem, PI is a suminand of Q I or of Q2 +
()" + ... + Qn, and if the latter, then it is a suminand of one of the Qj for j 2: 2,
hy induction on n. Of course if PI is a sumlnand of Qj, then PI == Qj. By the
l'orollary, PI and Q I may then be cancelled from both sides of the equation, and
Ihe result follows by induction on m. Note that this induction starts when m == O.
I'hen n == °because the unknot cannot be expressed as a sum of non-trivial knots
(;Igain by consideration of genus). D

The theorelns of this chapter are intended to make it reasonable to restrict at
1l'lltion to prime knots in most circumstances. Certainly that is the tradition when
l'ol1sidering knot tabulation.

I t:xercises

I. Prove that a non-trivial torus knot is prime by considering the way in which a 2-sphere,
l11eeting the knot at two points, would cut the torus that contains the knot.

) For a 2-hridge knot K there is a 2-sphere separating S1 into two balls, each of which
intersects K in two standard arcs. By considering how this sphere rnight intersect a
2-sphen.~ Il11Tting Ihl' knot at two poinh, prove IIt;11 a Iloll-trivial 2-hridgc kllol I~ prilllc.


